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Learn simple French in a snap! With this fun visual guide, simply follow the illustrated prompts and

read the English words out loud with emphasis on the words in red: soon you'll be speaking French!

Learn to be polite by saying "please": "See Voo Play" (S'il vous plaÃƒÂ®t). Or let someone know

what a "good idea" that was: "Set Tune Bunny Day" (C'est une bonne idÃƒÂ©e). The simple icons

are easy to follow and this pocket-sized guide is easy to carry with you. It will give you the basic

phrases you need to get around while traveling, whether asking directions, ordering food at a

restaurant, or shopping. But most of all, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s just plain fun!  Mike Ellis is a web designer who

runs the popular website www.slanguage.com. He lives with his family in Philadelphia.
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An easy way to learn common phrases that lets you communicate in French with confidence! 
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Mike Ellis a web designer who runs the popular website www.slanguage.com. He lives with his

family in Philadelphia.

Book is a great idea, very useful for pronouncing words correctly. A couple of chapters are helpful

for learning simple phrases but I am wondering why phrases such as "That's stupid" and "We're



crazy" are included. Lots of words too that you won't need to remember while traveling such as huit

choux (eight cabages), des papillions (some butterflies) or six flutes (six flutes). Nevertheless, I will

keep studying the book for my next trip to France and I did buy the Chinese version to help me with

a few phrases when I go to NYC Chinatown and the Spanish version to help me everywhere else. I

would recommend this book for beginners as easy to read. I read 4 or 5 books and tried to get thru

numerous guides on CD and this book was the easiest to use.

I was headed to Normandy with my fiance and we don't speak a word of french, turns out most of

the locals knew at least some english but this book was good for helping us figure out pronunciation.

That said, it's a very small book. You should pair it with others so you can make new sentences.Fun

for kids.Arrived on time and undamaged.

A friend fluent in French says my accent and pronunciation are pitch perfect when using these

cards. Very fun and educational. I wish there were additional versions. A must for anyone exploring

this language!

This book allows you to speak perfect French by just pronouncing what you see in word and picture.

The only negative is that it is not like a French dictionary, so it would probably not be helpful on a

trip, but a cute way to learn some French conversational words. Whoever thought of this is brilliant. I

would like to see a more complete "dictionary", but still give this high marks for what it does have.

Great book! Very funny and great for beginning French, especially you don't know pronunciation.

My French Canadian family really got a kick out of it and my son's French 4 classmates loved the

pronunciation explanations and pictures. Helpful and funny at the same time!

Excellent slanguage with illustrations and pronunciation guide.

Very good. Helped me a lot. I enjoy learning French this way.
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